Explore

Endeavour
Excel

UPCOMING DATES
9th March

Seacole Class
Assembly 08:45

8th Mar

International
Women's Day

13th Mar

SCIENCE WEEK
Yr2 Open Class
15:00—16:00
N Open Class times
for week in N
newsletter

14th Mar

Yr3 Open Class
15:00—16:00

15th Mar

R Wetland Trip
Yr1 Open Class
15:00—16:00

16th Mar

R Open Open Class
15:00—16:00

17th Mar

INSET

28th Mar

Spring Art
Exhibition Yrs 1, 2 &
3 15:30—16:00

30th Mar

R & NAM Easter
Bonnet Parade
08:45—09:15
R & N PM Easter
Bonnet Parade
15:30—16:00

31st March

Easter Egg Hunt
Easter Holidays

Courage to fly!

Dear Parents and Carers,

Thank you for your time and support for world book day – the
costumes were fantastic and the children were delighted to
share their books and spread a love of reading across the
academy.
One of our most enjoyable days this year!

ACHIEVERS OF THE WEEK
Courage
Explore Endeavour
Reception Miral
Sophie W Leo O
Year 1
Emily O
Edan
Steven
Year 2
Emilia
Leonard Amaya
Year 3
Liliana
Rame
Philippa

Reception
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3

Excel
Leon C
Dylan B
Daniel
Juno

HANDWRITING AWARD
Grace H
Tatiana
Ayah
Buckley
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Attendance

Punctuality
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Reception: Topics, the enormous turnip and maths addition with numbers up to 20
Please can parents speak to the Ms Rabbani or Miss Naguida if they are interested
in coming in to do some gardening with reception.
Year 1: Topics: In English we are learning how to write a newspaper report about
The Great Fire of London. In Maths we are learning how to subtract with tens and
ones within numbers to 50.
Notices: School trip to Great Fire of London on Wednesday please bring in all
permission slips and we are in need of parent helpers. Please help out if you can
:). Children are to bring a raincoat and a sensible backpack as we will be taking
public transport. Lunches are provided.
Seacole Class assembly Thursday 9th all welcome!
Year 3: English Topic - fables in English next week.
Nursery: Nursery are continuing with the book The Very Hungry Caterpillar. In
maths we will be matching the quantity of fruits to numerals. We will also be
sequencing the story. In phonics we are revisiting set 1 sounds.
World Book Day; Photos will be published next week once we have collated them
all.
Office Staff:
A. Keogh – HR and Finance
K. Dunford – Admissions, attendance and administration
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On reaching the summit of Mt Kenya on behalf of Save the Children with
GSK
“Having a great time- but it's hard work. Scenery is beautiful. I'm exploring,
endeavouring and definitely being challenged!”

Home - Trek For Kids

Well done to Mrs Gronvold we wish her a safe
decent and look forward to future updates!
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Dear sir/madam
Thank you for your recent contribution to Ark Schools’ consultation on the admissions
arrangements for Ark Priory Primary Academy.
In determining Ark Priory's admissions arrangements, Ark Schools considered all
submissions and reflected on its underlying admissions principles and the fairness of making
any substantive change to Ark Priory’s existing arrangements. For reasons that are set out
below, Ark Schools has decided to proceed on the basis of the original proposals.
Our proposals received written communications from six individuals. Three of these were
requests for additional information: one simple request for sight of the proposals and two
seeking reassurances in response to concerns. Three substantive responses were received;
one expressing support for the measure and two objecting to the proposals.
In addition to the written exchanges, the proposals were discussed by the Local Governing
Body (LGB) of Ark Priory at three meetings, with a representative of Ark Schools attending
the Autumn 1 2016/17 LGB meeting to answer questions. One parent attended a meeting at
the school with the same representative.
Neither the Local Authority, nor any other organisations, including local nurseries,
approached in the consultation raised any objections to the measure.
Separate concerns were raised about the consultation process itself. Having reviewed the
process undertaken, Ark Schools is satisfied that it met both the legal requirements set by the
Admissions Code 2014 and the spirit of openness expected of our schools and central staff.

The main themes of the responses to the consultation are addressed below. A
number of specific questions were asked and answers to these are given in the
Appendix.
Reduction of choice for local parents
Objections to the proposal understandably raised concerns that it would reduce
choice for local parents, particularly those whose children are not eligible for a
Premium. Ark Schools accepts that one of the risks of the policy is a reduction of
local parental choice and notes that a bigger impact in this respect comes from
priority given to siblings.
Ark Schools also noted that the last admitted distance for Ark Priory’s nursery
contracted from 1,075m in 2015/16 to 538m for the 2016/17 academic year, lowering
the variance between the last admitted distance to Reception and the nursery from
546m to 175m. This trend is expected to continue, particularly since the sibling
priority is applicable to the nursery. This means that admissions to the nursery come
from an increasingly similar radius as to Reception.
Ark Schools has carefully weighed the balance between the potential impact on local
parental choice and the significance of the positive impact anticipated for the small
number of disadvantaged children who will benefit from the policy. On balance, it
has been decided that the benefits for these children are sufficiently promising to
outweigh any potential reduction.
Ark Schools believes that it is important to note here that all children at Ark Priory’s
nursery are part of the school’s community and that no subjective judgement has
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been made in respect of which nursery children the school would wish to extend
priority to.
Limiting the number of places available under the criterion
Two parents raised the possibility of capping the number of places available under
the Pupil Premium criterion. Given the decision above and the likely small numbers
of places concerned, Ark Schools does not believe that it would be appropriate to cap
the number of places available under this criterion. This will create more uncertainty
amongst parents of Premium-eligible children about the possibility of gaining a place
at Reception but would not provide any greater certainty for other parents.
Consultation Process
One respondent expressed concern that the rationale for the change had not been
properly stated and had led to confusion amongst parents. Ark Schools was
disappointed that this confusion had arisen and restates its commitment to open
communication in order to explain its approach as clearly as possible. It is noted,
however, that a letter to parents dated 28th November 2016 stated that:
This change is considered to be beneficial for a number of reasons, chiefly
that it allows us to offer a consistent education to a small number of our
most disadvantaged nursery children. Evidence from across the Ark Schools
network suggests that where disadvantaged children are able to stay on
from nursery to reception, their outcomes fare better than those from similar
backgrounds joining reception from elsewhere.
Ark Schools also published the substantive elements of a briefing given to the LGB,
which stated:
The following would be possible benefits of introducing this amendment:
 For Premium-eligible pupils at Ark nurseries, this [change] offers the
assurance of the consistent, good-quality education that Ark is able to
provide.
 Ark primary schools will have greater foresight of their intake and can
plan accordingly.
 Primary schools will have greater reassurance that they are offering
places to disadvantaged children.
 Evidence from the Early Years team shows that Free School Meals
children who stay with Ark from nursery into Reception perform better
than FSM children who join at Reception.
 This change is likely to have a positive impact on pupil recruitment and
funding.
These messages were restated in answer to questions from parents and governors.
Ark Schools cannot, therefore, agree that the consultation process was fundamentally
flawed by any failure to explain the purpose of the change.
One respondent raised concerns that the timing of the meeting scheduled between
parents and the representative of Ark Schools was unduly inconvenient for parents.
The meeting was scheduled for 5pm on Thursday 8th December and notified to
parents in a letter home at the end of Monday 28th November. In arranging this
meeting, the Principal of the school had to balance the availability of school staff, the
Ark Schools representative and parents, mindful of ordinary working hours. Parents
still had the opportunity to contact the admissions office at Ark Schools.
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Ark Schools regrets that more parents were not able to attend this meeting, which we
believe was useful to the attendee. However, there is no reason to believe that this
prevented parents from obtaining further information or responding to the
consultation and, therefore, did not materially affect the outcome.
One respondent criticised the quality of the evidence published in support of the
change in policy. This level of evidencing is consistent with how schools make
important decisions about provisions for pupils and was considered along with other
arguments in favour of the change and does not in itself form the sole basis for
warranting a change. No concerns were raised about the validity of the evidence.
Ark Schools does not, therefore, agree that the consultation was flawed on the basis
of any substantive flaw in the evidence which formed part of the rationale for
proposing the change.
On behalf of Ark Schools, please accept my best wishes for the ongoing education of
your children and my thanks once again for your interest in Ark Priory.
Kind regards
Tomas Thurogood – Hyde
Governance Officer and Admissions Co-ordinator, Ark Schools
tomas.thurogood-hyde@arkonline.org
Ark Schools, 65 Kingsway, London, WC2B 6TD
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Ark Priory Primary Academy Newsletter
Appendix – Answers to Specific Questions
What is the objective or
purpose driving the proposal?
Increased funding? Social
benefit? What is the evidence?

The primary purpose of the policy is to provide continuity of highquality provision to disadvantaged children eligible for a Premium.

How many places do you estimate
would be affected?

It is not possible to estimate this reliably for 2018 onwards. This is
because the identities, addresses and parental preferences of
potential nursery pupils and places at the nursery allocated under
the sibling criterion cannot be foreseen. If the change had been
introduced with effect from September 2017, six places would have
been allocated under this criterion.
It is not possible to estimate this reliably in any year since the
number of places allocated under higher criteria cannot be foreseen.
It is not possible to estimate this reliably for 2018 onwards, owing
to the factors discussed above. If the change had been introduced
with effect from September 2017, the average distance of a child
being allocated a place under this criterion would be 692m.
The school’s use of the Pupil Premium is governed by the
Conditions of Grant. Section 6 of the Conditions of Grant states
that:

How many would remain
allocated by distance?
How distant are the 'premium
pupils' likely to be?
Would the additional funding
benefit all pupils (assuming some
places are still allocated by
distance)?

The grant may be spent in the following ways:




How are you going to reach
[families whose disadvantage is
not reflected by Pupil Premium
eligibility] fairly?

for the purposes of the school ie for the educational benefit of
pupils registered at that school
for the benefit of pupils registered at other maintained schools
or academies
on community facilities eg services whose provision furthers
any charitable purpose for the benefit of pupils at the school
or their families, or people who live or work in the locality in
which the school is situated

The Government’s Admissions Code provides specifically for
priority to be given to children at the school’s nursery who are
eligible for a Premium. At 1.9(f), the Code prohibits admissions
authorities from:
 [giving] priority to children according to the occupational,
marital, financial or educational status of parents applying.
The exceptions to this are children of staff at the school and
those eligible for the early years pupil premium, the pupil
premium and the service premium who may be prioritised in
the arrangements in accordance with paragraphs 1.39 –
1.39B.
Ark Schools is bound by law to observe the provisions of the Code
and, whereas Ark Priory will continue to promote itself to all parts
of the local community, it may not introduce measures that would
be contrary to the above.

Ark Priory Primary Academy is committed to safeguarding and equality

@arkpriory
02031100717
info@arkprioryprimary.org
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How many local children are
'premium', what percentage, and
what percentage are
disadvantaged according to
broader definitions? I ask because
I want to understand the bias to
this type of disadvantaged child.

It is not possible to make accurate comparisons with ‘broader
definitions’ of disadvantage as these are not defined.

What are the risks?

Ark Schools recognises that the introduction of any
oversubscription criterion is likely to mean that fewer places are
allocated under any subsequent criteria. The factors that schools
were asked to bear in mind when considering this change are set
out in the briefing available on Ark Priory’s website.

How fully and comprehensively
has Ark considered the impact of
this measure on the local
community?

Details of the distances concerned have been given in the main body
of the consultation response. Ark Schools has considered this
matter very carefully and has determined that the beneficial impact
on those within the school community who are eligible for a
Premium outweighs the risk of limiting parental choice.

How fully and comprehensively
has Ark considered the impact of
this measure on other local
nurseries?

All local nurseries were contacted with the proposed changes as
part of the consultation; none responded. In addition, an Ark
Schools representative had contact with the governor of a local
nursery and invited that governor to discuss the changes with the
nursery manager and suggest that she make a submission to the
consultation.

The direction of the policy is towards those children known to be at
a disadvantage as demonstrated by the objective measures set out
in Government policy. Ark Schools recognises that Premium
eligibility is not a perfect measure of disadvantage but, such a
measure being unavailable, its absence is not sufficient reason not
to attempt to provide for children who are recognised to be
disadvantaged as measured by this eligibility.

Ark Schools recognises that parental choice in school admissions
introduces an element of competition between education providers.
Whereas it is not possible to model the impact on specific nurseries,
given the lack of foresight into the details of prospective parents, we
note that no increase in total capacity has been proposed and that
this would have been more likely to have an adverse impact on
other providers.
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Friday 3rd March 2017

ARK PRIORY PRIMARY
ACADEMY ASSOCIATION
PRIORY EASTER FAIR
Sign up, Sign up!

Upcoming Events
for your Diary . . .
FRIDAY 24TH MARCH
EASTER FAIR
3 – 5pm
School hall and
playground

EASTER EGG
The volunteer sign up sheets will be going up next week
on the APPAA noticeboard (on wall inside school gates)
TOMBOLA
so do please put your name down for a stall if you have a
Following the enormous
spare 30 minutes to help out at the Easter Fair (Friday 24th
success of last year’s
March, 3 – 5pm). Or get in touch with APPAA
Easter Egg Tombola,
(appaacommittee@gmail.com). We need your help to
we’re asking for donations
make this a great fun event for the children and to earn
of Easter confectionary for
some money for the school.
this very popular stall . . .
From small mini eggs, to
ARTISAN ARK STALL
a giant Swiss chocolate
Back by popular demand is the Artisan Ark
bunny, any donations
stall!
Once again we are looking to
would be fantastic.
showcase all the incredible creative
talents of our parents and carers and we
need your donations!
Anything homemade from jams, chutneys,
biscuits and crafty gifts - if packaged, we
can sell. We would also love you to help
get involved selling on the stall on the
day so please get in touch with
lisagravener@hotmail.com.
CRAYONS NEEDED!

Any broken or unwanted crayons are wanted to make new ones to sell at the fair. Please
leave at office labelled ‘Vanessa Lignereux Easter Fair’
Ark Priory Primary Academy is committed to safeguarding and equality
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Vintage Tea and Cake Stall
For those who love a cuppa and a slice of cake!
We are looking for donations of classic cakes - Victoria Sponge, Lemon Drizzle, cup
cakes, scones etc, or can be Easter themed! If you are a keen baker and would like
to donate your nut free bakes, or could offer some time to help on the stall, please
do get in touch with Luciana to confirm (lucianachamberlain@sky.com

SECOND HAND UNIFORM
We will be having a second-hand uniform stall at the Easter Fair, so we would really
appreciate any old uniform (clean and in good condition, please) that your little
one has grown out of and you would like to donate. Please hand in to the school
office, labeled for APPAA. Many thanks

KIDS’DRESSINGUPCOSTUMES
There will be a second-hand kids’fancydressstall,sodorootaroundinyour
cupboardsanddonatethosedinosaurcostumesorElsa‘Frozen’dressesthatyour
children can no longer squeeze into. Again, clean and in good condition, please.
Hand into the school office, marked for APPAA or get in touch with
annaharrisson@yahoo.co.uk
MANY THANKS
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NEWS
Calling any new families to Ark Priory . . .
We would love to hear from you if you’re a new family to Ark Priory and if you don’t yet receive
the APPAA communications. Let us know and we’ll add you to our network, so you can hear about
what’s going on in the parent and carer community, from social events to bake sales to fundraising
for the school . . . and much more.
Please email appaacommittee@gmail.com
NEXT APPAA MEETING
Is to be held on Friday 10th March at 8.45am
Venue to be decided depending on numbers.
APPAA meetings are open to all parents and carers, however we do ask that if non-committee
members would like to attend, please could you RSVP to APPAA (appaacommittee@gmail.com) so
we can ensure an appropriately sized venue.
Many thanks.

SEEDS, PLEASE
Miss Steele has requested if any kind parents would be able to donate
some seeds or seedlings to the school so they can plant out the
flowerbeds in the playground. Sunflowers, poppies, herbs,
strawberries, etc etc. Any contributions would be very gratefully
received and will help with the Spring learning for the children. And
any keen gardeners who would like to help with planting would be
wonderful too!
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